
DANCE TO DISCO MUSIC—A three-colored dance floor is featured at the Chessy Cat, which has now swung over to disco music full-time. The various-colored lights are turned on by the beat of the musicv 

Here Melanie Delorma, the disc jockey, and Frank Gibb, of Total Phase Productions, who designed the set and produces the show, try out the dance floor. — (T.-J. Photo). 



Disco music is added at the Chessy Cat Bud Jeffrey, owner of the Chessy Cat, on Wilson Avenue, has reason to be proud these days. He has been the first pub owner in the city to go into disco music full time. 

The swing over has befen fairly rapid since he got tpe inspiration from a recent vi|it to Las Vegas. He then c * -sulted Frank Gibb of Tofî I Phase Productions in Londoli. 

who produced the show and set up the sound system. Melanie Delorma is the disc jockey and has a selection of thousands of records, everything from Glen Miller to new 

songs from the hit parade, at her fingertips. A unique innovation is the three-colored dance floor with lights bouncing on the floor controlled by the pitch of the 

Bob Newhart's TV wif4 talks about marriage 
LOS ANGELES (AP) - "I think we have a terrific marriage. Our feelings about each other are matiu-e, and we appreciate each other as human beings." 
Suzanne Pleshette was talking about her marriage— but which one? 
1. The marriage she shares with psychologist Bob Hartley every Saturday night on The Bob Newhart Show? 
2. The one she has had with Dean Jones in Disney movies such as the just-completed, The Shaggy D.A.? 3. Her marriage to Darren McGavin in seven films, including the television epic, Law and Order? 
4. Her eight-year, off-screen 

union to businessman Thomas Gallagher? ' The answer to the above question is 1. 
I n d e e d S u z a n n e ' s relationship with Newhart on the CBS series is one of the major reasons for its success. "Emily is not smarter than Bob, nor is she manipulative, as are most wives-in television series," the actress said. "Shp is appreciative of Bob'̂ d idiosyncracies, and he respects her desire for an identity of her own. 
"In the beginning, the writers concentrated on the domestic side of Etaily's life with little concern about her career as a school teacher. Last .season we had two shows at her school; this year she has 

been promoted to vice-principal, so I think there will be even more involvement at school." Suzanne Pleshette didn't always play the wife. When she came to films after Broadway success, she found herself typed in another way. "Actresses with dark hair and deep voices always are cast as the bad girl, or the bad-good girl," she remarked. "I rarely got the man at the end of the movie. If I did, he died in my arms." She said the Hartleys' late marriage is being copied by today's generation. "I think marriage is making a comeback," she said. "I see it in my own friends and in my friends' children. They're mar

rying later, but for righter reasons. "In my own generation, if you weren't married by the^ time you were 21, it was old-maid time. You got your catch right out of college and settled right down into middle-class morality. After a number of years couples realized they weren't meant for each other. 
"Most of the people I know are on their second marriage, and those are the happy ones. Because husband and wife know why they are getting married." 
The Bob Newhart Show has started fikning its fifth season, and Miss Pleshette figures it will go for a sixth. "We finished 11th fbr the season and were never out of the top 20." 

music. For example a higher tone activates the yellow light. "In a sense the dance floor translates the beat of the music," as Mr. Gibb explains. Another innovation which Mr. Jeffrey hopes to be implemented in about three weeks, is a video system, with a seven-foot screen, on which old movies will be projected in the evening, and television programs during the day time. 
The Chessy Cat is "an adult disco" place according to Mr." 

Jeffrey. Blue jeans, for example, are not permitted. He also is enthused about switching from live entertainment to disco because people who are not dancing, can sit and talk "without having their heads blasted off." 
Since he purchased the hotel the former Park House, five years ago, Mr. Jeffrey has spent $55,000 on renovations. 
He has recently hired a local man, Oscar Jensen, as manager. 
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BeaHemania, nek and the hustle have swept ffce young and old alike throughout the mo/or capitals of the world. DISCO is what the people want around the globe. 

BUD JEFFREY 
is pleased to bring this latest 
phenomenon to St, Thomas. 

THE NO. 1 ENTERTAINMENT 
IN ST. THOMAS... for the 
NO. 1 PERSON... YOU! Manager Oscar Jensen and Disc Jockey Melanie Welcome You to the Cat 

ENTERTAINMENT TIMES 8 T01 A.M. 

Licensed by l..i.B.O. ^ Age Maiorlty Cards will be accepted iV Dress Restrictions Enforced — No Blue Jeans 

95 Wilson Ave. St. Thomas 631-9683 


